Vanity unit

**Order no.** 40604.1 / 1 drawer

**Dimensions (WxHxD)** 776 x 344 x 316 mm

**Matching for** Vanity washbasin, order no. 81385.5

**Specification**
- Body – inside melamine dark grey particle board, outside 6 mm MDF panels
- Front – inside melamine dark grey
  - Traffic grey: MDF panel, lacquered matt
  - Blacked oak: oak veneer coated particle board with solid oak frame
  - White glossy: MDF panel, lacquered
- 1 push and pull full extension drawer

**Weight** 15.0 kg

**Mounting acc. incl.**
- Installation set for furniture, order no. 49114.0, 49301.5

**Mounting information**
The walls installed on must meet the requirements of the furniture in terms of weight and the supplied fastening elements. If this cannot be guaranteed another method of installation needs to be chosen.

**Colours Body/Front/Body**
- 627 – Traffic grey
- 628 – Blacked oak
- 631 – White glossy

**Accessories excl.**
- Space saving siphon, order no. 9424.0
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